Hygiene results,
data and information

HACCP – getting it right
Do you know where
your business could
be at risk? Have you
evaluated your supply chain, your
processes and procedures to ensure
that your systems are under full control? All businesses must implement
a Food Safety Management system
and the importance of an effective
and proactive HACCP system can
not be underestimated.
Ensuring that you have correctly
reviewed the hazards, identified the
control points and their respective
critical limits will lead to the production of products safe for the consumer and avoid any risks to your
business.
As part of the process it is imperative that your HACCP team be fully

The first hygienic
vacuum pump
The first vacuum pump in the world
with a hygienic design has been
introduced by Busch Vacuum Pumps
and Systems. This new rotary vane

vacuum pump was developed specially for foodstuffs packaging with
tray sealers and thermoforming
machines, and is designed to be
cleaned using steam jets and conventional detergents. The unit surfaces are smooth and slightly
inclined, allowing water and detergent to drain away after cleaning to
leave a residue-free finish.
b uli.merkle@busch.de

BRC’s revised
global standard
The British Retail Consortium (BRC)
has published the fifth issue of its
internationally recognised BRC
Global Standard for Packaging and
Packaging Materials, and audits
against Issue 5 will begin on 1st
January 2016. The Standard now
provides a framework for all types

trained to the appropriate level and
Leatherhead Food Research offers
Level 3 and Level 4 HACCP courses
to help you with this.
Their experienced food safety
team has extensive knowledge of
risk assessment and its application.
They can support you with the training required to meet the needs of
your business, external auditors and
end consumers.
A valuable element of the
Leatherhead course is that their
experts conduct a personal one
hour review of your existing
HACCP plan and provide you with
constructive feedback. This, in conjunction with the course will mean
that you are ready to ‘get it right!’
b training@leatherheadfood.com

of packaging manufacturers to assist
them in the production of safe packaging materials and to manage product quality to meet customers’
requirements. Certification against
the Standard is recognised by many
brand owners, retailers, food service
companies and manufacturers
around the world when assessing
the capabilities of their suppliers.
In response to demand, the
Standard has been translated into
many languages to facilitate implementation by packaging materials
companies across the world.
b nigel.scott@
brcglobalstandards.com

Importance of
x-ray inspection
Loma Systems is highlighting the
importance of high performance xray inspection for truly effective
Critical Control Point (CCP) detection to meet requirements of the
BRC Global Standard for Food
Safety Issue 7, which came into
effect on 1st July 2015.
As official partner of the BRC
Global Standards organisation, Loma
is also offering comprehensive
advice and expertise to support the
22,000 BRC certificated food manufacturers and processors across 123
countries needing to review their
inspection equipment in preparation
for audits against issue 7.
b enquiries@loma.com
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Hygiena monitoring (HM) is intended
to verify the efficiency of cleaning,
identify environmental hazards and
assess the residual risks. The results
from HM are used for management
purposes to measure the control of
manufacturing processes, identify
and prevent emerging hazards thus
protecting quality, safety and brand
value. The information generated provides positive reinforcement of best
practice whilst identifying vulnerable
areas and opportunities for continuous improvement. Rapid results identify hot spots and enable problems to
be traced back to source quickly thus
minimising the potential exposure
and damage and offering cost effective solutions. Random single point
determinations give only a brief snapshot in time, whereas regular routine
HM and trend analysis is recognised
as providing the most meaningful
information.
The target analyte and methods used
for HM will determine the type of
results obtained and quality of information. Specific methods for environmental pathogens or specific
allergens give presence / absence
results so that the test location and
number of samples examined are
very important. A proportional
change in the ratio of pass/fail results
and their specific test location are
used to assess the severity of the risk
and remedial action.

The measurement of bacterial content has been used historically to
assess hygiene, however microbial
methods are known to be very variable typically 2-3 fold ( or Log 0.3-0.5).
When testing foodstuffs bacteria
numbers can range from 1000 to 1
million per gram, but the significance
between results is usually considered
within an order of magnitude ( 10 fold
or Log 1.0). The variation of results for
environmental surface testing is far
greater because very low numbers
are expected (possibly stressed) that
Contamination
Level (CFU)
<10
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Interpretation
Good/Acceptable/
Pass/Low risk
Satisfactory/
Pass/ Low risk
Adequate/Caution/
Moderate risk
Unsatisfactory/
Fail/High risk

are unevenly distributed and the sample collection is highly operator
dependent. Sample collection by
swabbing relies on many factors
including the removal of contamination by the swab/swab action and the
subsequent recovery from the swab
before applying the detection
method. Consequently, there are no
standards for bacterial surface contamination, and enumeration is imprecise and inaccurate. Significant
control points for total aerobic bacteria on surfaces are considered to be
Pass <10 and Fail >1000 by professional bodies whereas indicator
organisms are considered to be <10
or absent. Using a statistical ‘binning’
technique is a better way to analyse
data from surface contamination and
to compare methods. This smooths
the variation due to sample distribution and within the method itself to
improve the correlation from <60 to
>90% and give greater confidence in
the result (see table below).

The primary purpose of cleaning is to
remove product residues so the ideal
test of cleaning efficiency is a direct
objective test for food residue. ATP
detection systems are well established over >30 years and widely
accepted by retailers and regulators.
This technology is particularly well
suited because it gives instant quantitative results that enables immediate
corrective action. The data generated
is in an electronic format linked to
bespoke data analysis software to
make interpretation, reporting and
trending simple and easy. The software can be used to create test plans
for high and low risk areas and interrogating the database provides an
early warning of emerging issues,
customised reports and evidence of
due diligence.

“You can have data without
information, but you cannot have
information without data”
(Daniel Keys Moran).
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